Storyboard for IST 541 Final Project
Page Name
Home

Content/Description
Intro to content available here. Links to other resources,
such as other Confluence pages or eLearning modules.

Interaction

Animation or Graphics

Navigation menu

Tech Pubs logo

Job aid 1: Creating Page- Instructions for creating page-level Help topics. Content
level Help topics
also used in labs 1 and 2.

Accordion; hot spots

Screenshots and video
overview

Job aid 2: Creating topics
for main Help system

Instructions for creating Help topics for main Help
system.

Accordion; hot spots or
rollover image swaps

Screenshots

Job aid 3: Preparing
content for SME review

Instructions for sending content to SMEs for review.
Might include information about using Adobe Acrobat to
create PDFs for collaborative review.

Accordion

Screenshots

Job aid 4: Publishing
Help content for release

Instructions for publishing page-level Help and main
Help system using WebWorks. Includes instructions for
checking Help system in to Perforce build directory.

Accordion

Screenshots

Job aid 5:
Troubleshooting
publishing errors

Instructions for reviewing publishing logs to find errors.
Includes examples of errors that must be fixed and
errors that can safely be ignored.

Accordion; hot spots or
rollover image swaps

Screenshots

Job aid 6: Setting up
WebWorks projects

Instructions for setting up WebWorks projects for DITA
source files.

Accordion

Screenshots

Checklist 1: Preparing
documents for review

A checklist that can be completed by the writer to
ensure that the document is ready for peer review.

Form elements

Tech Pubs logo

Checklist 2: Reviewing
documents for peers

A checklist that can be completed by a peer reviewer to
indicate that they have completed the review.

Form elements

Tech Pubs logo

Approval form 1:
A form that indicates a document is approved for
Localization approval form localization. Includes approval by peer reviewers,
SMEs, and QA.

Form elements

Tech Pubs logo

Approval form 2:
Documentation release
form

Form elements

Tech Pubs logo

A form that indicates a document is approved for
release. Includes Tech Pubs final review of localized
PDFs.

